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Test ID: 175720741Domain 2 - Asset Security

Question #1 of 41 Question ID: 1113915

✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #2 of 41 Question ID: 1114684

 

In object-oriented programming (OOP), what defines the functions that an object can carry out?

attribute

method

class

message

Explanation

In object-oriented programming (OOP), the method defines the functions that an object can carry out.

In OOP, each object belongs to a class. Each class contains several attributes. Each object within a class can take on

the attributes of the class to which it belongs. Objects communicate with each other using messages. These messages

tell objects to carry out certain operations.

In an object-oriented system, the situation wherein objects with a common name respond differently to a common set of

operations is called polymorphism. Inheritance occurs when all the methods of one class are passed on to a subclass.

Smalltalk, Simula 67, and C++ are object-oriented languages.

The OOP phase of the object-oriented software development life cycle is described as emphasizing the employment of

objects and methods, rather than types or transformations as in other software approaches

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Databases

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

✓ G)

✗ H)

The new security plan for your organization states that all data on your servers must be classified to ensure appropriate

access controls are implemented. What is true of information classification?

a. A data owner must determine the information classification of an asset.

b. Data classification refers to assigning security labels to information assets.

c. A data custodian must determine the classification of an information asset.

d. The two primary classes of data classification deal with government and military institutions and private sector

organizations.

e. The two primary classes of the data classification scheme apply to nonprofit organizations and financial institutions.

option b

option c

option a

options c and e only

all of the options

option e

options a, b, and d only

option d

Explanation

Data classification refers to assigning security labels to information assets. When classifying data, security

professionals should consider the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. The data owner must determine the

information classification of an asset. Data classification is the most crucial method used to ensure data integrity. It is

the responsibility of the data owner to decide the level of classification that the information requires. After the data

owner determines the classification levels, the data custodian actually implements the information classification

scheme. One purpose of information classification is to define the parameters required for security labels. After being

classified, it is difficult to declassify information. Management is ultimately responsible for data classification. The

following steps are required to classify information:

Specify the classification criteria.

Classify the data.

Specify the controls.

Publicize awareness of the classification controls.

The following situations are appropriate external distribution of classified information:

Compliance with a court order

Upon senior-level approval after a confidentiality agreement

Contract procurement agreements for a government project
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Question #3 of 41 Question ID: 1114688

There are two data classification systems: private sector and government and military. Businesses usually care more

about data integrity and availability, whereas the government and military is more concerned with confidentiality.

The types of private sector data classification are as follows:

Confidential: Data classified as confidential is meant for use within the organization, irrespective of whether it is

commercial or military. This is the only common category between the commercial and military classification

systems. Confidential information requires authorization for each access and is available to those employees in the

organization whose work relates to the subject. Confidential data is exempted from the Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA). Examples include trade secrets, programming codes, or health care information.

Private: Private information is personal to the employees of a company so it must be protected as well. An example

is the salary of employees.

Sensitive: Sensitive information requires special protection from unauthorized modification or deletion. In other

words, integrity and confidentiality need to be ensured. Examples include financial information, profits, or project

details.

Public: Disclosure of public information would not cause any problem to the company. An example is new project

announcements.

The types of government and military data classification include: top-secret, secret, confidential, sensitive but

unclassified, and unclassified.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data and Asset Classification

You need to implement hardware that provides high availability. Which hardware contingency solutions offer this?

a. RAID

b. tape backups

c. vaulting

d. disk replication

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

✗ G)

✗ H)

option b and c

option d

options a and b

options a and d

option b

option a

options b and d

option c

Explanation

Both RAID and disk replication offer high availability.

Redundant array of independent disks (RAID) provides redundancy for hard drives. A RAID volume that includes

multiple drives is seen as one drive to applications and other devices. In most RAID implementations, the data remains

available if a drive within the volume fails.

Disk replication is the process of replicating the data on a disk to another disk. If the main disk fails, the disk that

contains the replicated data can take over.

Tape backups are not highly available. They must be restored, which could take a long time depending on the amount

of data to be restored. Tape backups also have the following issues:

Slow data transfer during backup and restore

Server disk space utilization expands

The possibility that some data re-entry might need to be performed after a crash Vaulting makes electronic backups of

data and transmits them to offsite storage locations. These backups must be restored in a similar way as tape backups.

Load balancing, disk replication, and clustering provide a server contingency solution that offers high availability. Offsite

facilities can also offer server contingency solutions with a lower availability than load balancing, disk replication, or

clustering.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security RAID

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

You have decided to implement a full/incremental backup strategy. A full backup will be performed each Sunday. An

incremental backup will be performed the other days of the week. What does an incremental backup do?

It backs up all the files.

It backs up all the new files and files that have changed since the last full backup

without resetting the archive bit.

It backs up all the new files and files that have changed since the last full or

incremental backup and resets the archive bit.

It backs up all the files in a compressed format.

Explanation

An incremental backup backs up all the new files and files that have changed since the last full or incremental backup

and resets the archive bit. When restoring the data, the full backup must be restored first, followed by each incremental

backup in order. Incremental backups build on each other. For example, the second incremental backup contains the

changes made since the first incremental backup. A restoration involving incremental backups would require restoring

the most recent full backup first, and then restoring in order any incremental backups that occurred since the last full

backup.

A full backup backs up all the files every time it runs. Because of the amount of data that is backed up, full backups can

take a long time to complete. A full backup is used as the baseline for any backup strategy and most appropriate when

using offsite archiving.

A compressed full backup backs up all the files in compressed format.

A differential backup backs up all the new files and files that have changed since the last full backup without resetting

the archive bit. When restoring the data, the full backup must be restored first, followed by the most recent differential

backup. Differential backups are not dependent on each other. For example, each differential backup contains the

changes made since the last full backup. Therefore, differential backups can take a significantly longer time than

incremental backups. However, a differential restore requires only two backup files: the full backup and the latest

differential backup.

A continuous backup system is one that performs backups on a regular basis to ensure that data can be restored to a

particular point-in-time. SQL Server 2000 is an application that provides this feature.

If a continuous backup plan is not used, any data changes that occur since the last backup must be recreated after the

restore is completed.

Objective: 
Asset Security
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Question #5 of 41 Question ID: 1104915

✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Question #6 of 41 Question ID: 1104895

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Backup Types and Schemes

Your organization has several databases. Each database is used for a specific purpose within your organization.

Management has decided to combine the databases into a single large database for data analysis. What is this process

called?

metadata

data mining

data warehousing

partitioning

Explanation

Data warehousing is the process of combining databases into a single large database for analysis.

Partitioning is the process dividing a database into parts to provide higher security.

Metadata is the data that you obtain when analyzing a data warehouse. Basically, data goes into a data warehouse and

metadata (data about the data) comes out.

Data mining is the process of using tools to analyze data warehouse data to discover trends and relationships.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Warehouses and Data Mining

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Question #7 of 41 Question ID: 1113913

You are reviewing the access control methods used by an organization. The organization is concerned with the cost of

access control. Which aspect of the information being safeguarded will most affect this cost?

information replacement cost

information redundancy

information type

information value

Explanation

Information value will most affect the cost of access control. Information that has a high value to the company must be

protected. This affects the confidentiality of the information. The maximum effective cost of access control is

determined based on the value of the information.

Information type will affect the access control design. While it may affect the cost, it is not the most important factor

affecting it.

Information redundancy will affect the access control design. Information redundancy ensures that more than one copy

of important data is retained. The redundant copies could be on a CD-ROM, on another hard drive, or on backup

media. Generally, information redundancy does not greatly affect the cost of access control because the redundant

copies retain the same access control permissions as the original copies.

Information replacement cost will affect the cost of its access control, but it is not the factor that will most affect it.

Information replacement cost should include the cost to replace the equipment as well as the labor time it would take to

bring the information back online.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data and Asset Classification

You have been asked to provide scoping and tailoring guidance for an organization's security controls. Which of the

following guidelines is NOT true regarding this process?

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #8 of 41 Question ID: 1104899

✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Scoping and tailoring are closely tied to access control lists.

Scoping and tailoring allow an organization to narrow its focus.

Tailoring matches security controls to the needs of the organization.

Scoping provides instruction to an organization on how to apply and implement

security controls.

Explanation

It is NOT true to state that scoping and tailoring are closely tied to access control lists. Scoping and tailoring are closely

tied to the security baselines, not the access control lists.

Scoping provides instruction to an organization on how to apply and implement security controls. Tailoring matches

security controls to the needs of the organization. Scoping and tailoring will allow an organization to narrow its focus to

identify and address the appropriate risks.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Scoping and tailoring

Tailoring Security Controls, http://www.hackingtheuniverse.com/infosec/nist-computer-security/security-control-

implementation/tailoring-security-controls

Which statement most correctly defines a database management system (DBMS)?

a central repository of data elements and their respective relationships

a suite of software programs providing access to data and implementing

permissions on data components

a software program that enables database design and implementation

an application programming interface used to provide connectivity between

database and applications

Explanation

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://www.hackingtheuniverse.com/infosec/nist-computer-security/security-control-implementation/tailoring-security-controls
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Question #9 of 41 Question ID: 1113914

✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

A database management system (DBMS) DBMS refers to a suite of software programs that maintains and provides

controlled access to data components stored in rows and columns on a table. The collection of interrelated tables is

known as a database. A database administrator manages a database and monitors the limitations applied on the data

components by using database security mechanisms, such as database views and access control lists. The users

access the database through a client software by using a structured query language to obtain the data output. A

database can use data definition language (DDL), data manipulation language (DML), and query language (QL) to

extract data according to user instructions.

A DBMS is not related to the design and implementation of the database. A DBMS design and implementation are the

instructions embedded during the course of database development lifecycle. A DBMS enables a database

administrator to effectively manage information in a database. A database administrator can provide granular

permissions to different users of which some users may be able to read the data components and some others might

have the privileges to modify the data and implement access control.

A central repository of the data components and their interrelationships is referred to as a data dictionary and not as a

DBMS. A data dictionary is a database for system developers.

An application programming interface (API) provides remote or local connectivity between database systems and Web

applications. An API, such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), can act as an interface between the database and

the data components stored in other applications.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, DBMS Architecture and Models

You have implemented the three databases that your organization uses to ensure that an entire transaction must be

executed to ensure data integrity. If a portion of a transaction cannot complete, the entire transaction is not performed.

Which database security mechanism are you using?

aggregation

concurrency

two-phase commit

save points

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #10 of 41 Question ID: 1104900

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Explanation

You are using the two-phase commit. A two-phase commit ensures that the entire transaction is executed to ensure

data integrity. If a portion of a transaction cannot complete, the entire transaction is not performed.

Concurrency ensures that the most up-to-date information is shown to database users. To ensure concurrency, locks

are often implemented at the page, table, row, or field level to ensure updates happen one at a time.

Save points ensure that the database can return to a previous state if a system failure occurs. A save point will usually

save part of the data update. Save points are a security mechanism to ensure data integrity.

Aggregation occurs when a user can take information for different sources and combines them to accurately predict

that the user does not have the clearance to view directly.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Databases

A user in your organization has been disseminating payroll information on several coworkers. Although she has not

been given direct access to this data, she was able to determine this information based on some database views to

which she has access. Which term is used for the condition that has occurred?

save point

polyinstantiation

data scavenging

aggregation

Explanation

The condition that has occurred is aggregation. Aggregation is a process in which a user collects and combines

information from various sources to obtain complete information. The individual parts of information are at the correct

sensitivity, but the combined information is not. A user can combine information available at a lower privilege, thereby

deducing the information at a higher privilege level.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✓ B)

A similar threat arises in inference attacks, where the subject deduces the complete information about an object from

the bits of information collected through aggregation. Therefore, inference is the ability of a subject to derive implicit

information. A protection mechanism to limit inferencing of information in statistical database queries is specifying a

minimum query set size, but prohibiting the querying of all but one of the records in the database.

The condition that has occurred is not a save point. A save point is not a database security feature but a data integrity

and availability feature. Save points are used to ensure that a database can return to a point before the system crashed

and make available the data prior to the database failure. Save points can be initiated either by a scheduled time

interval or on the activity performed by a user while processing data.

The condition that has occurred is not polyinstantiation. Polyinstantiation, also known as data contamination, is used to

conceal classified information that exists in a database and to fool intruders. Polyinstantiation ensures that users with

lower access level are not able to access and modify data categorized for a higher level of access in a multi-level

database. Polyinstantiation can be used to reduce data inference violations. When polyinstantiation is implemented,

two objects are created by using the same primary keys. One object is filled with incorrect information and is deemed

unclassified, and the other object contains the original classified information. When a user with lower level privileges

attempts to access the object, the user is directed to the object containing incorrect information. Polyinstantiation is

concerned with the same primary key existing at different classification levels in the same database.

The condition that has occurred is not scavenging. Scavenging, also referred to as browsing, involves looking for

information without knowing its format. Scavenging is searching the data residue in a system to gain unauthorized

knowledge of sensitive data.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Database Threats

Management is concerned that attackers will attempt to access information in the database. They have asked you to

implement database protection using bogus data in hopes that the bogus data will mislead attackers. Which technique

is being requested?

trusted front-end

noise and perturbation

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #12 of 41 Question ID: 1104911

✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

partitioning

cell suppression

Explanation

The noise and perturbation technique is being requested. This technique involves inserting randomized bogus

information along with valid records of the database to mislead attackers and protect database confidentiality and

integrity. This alters the data but allow users to access relevant information from the database. This technique also

creates enough confusion to prevent the attacker from telling the different between valid and invalid information.

Partitioning is not being requested. Partitioning is another protection technique for database security. Partitioning

involves splitting the database into many parts and making it difficult for an intruder to collect and combine confidential

information and deduce relevant facts.

Cell suppression is not being requested. Cell suppression is the technique used to protect confidential information

stored in the databases by hiding the database cells that can be used to disclose confidential information.

A trusted front-end is not being requested. A trusted front-end refers to providing security to the database by

incorporating security features into the functionality of the front-end client software that is used to issue instructions to

the back-end server by using a structured query language. The trusted front-end client software acts as an interface to

the back-end database system and provides the resultant output based on the input instructions issued by the user.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Database Views

Which of the following should NOT affect the asset retention policies?

laws and regulations

asset or data quality

asset or data age

asset or data type

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #13 of 41 Question ID: 1132507

✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Explanation

The asset or data quality should not affect the asset retention policies.

Asset retention policies are affected by the asset or data age and the asset or data type. In addition, the policies can be

affected by applicable laws and regulations. If a legal hold is placed on an asset or data, then the asset or data should

be retained at least until the legal hold is lifted.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Ensure appropriate asset retention

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Asset Retention

Your company implements several databases. You are concerned with the security of the data in the databases. Which

statement is correct for database security?

Bind variables provide access control through implementing granular restrictions.

Data control language (DCL) implements security through access control and

granular restrictions.

Data manipulation language (DML) implements access control through

authorization.

Data identification language implements security on data components.

Explanation

Data control language (DCL) manages the access control to records in a database. DCL defines the granular user

permissions to various data objects and implements database security. Examples of database control language

commands are grant, deny, and implementing granular permissions for different users and groups. For example, John

might have read access to file A, and Matt might have the read and update access to the same file. Granular security is

based on the need to know and least privileges. Typically, the job responsibilities and roles of users determine their

access to various data components.

Data identification language is an invalid option because it is not a valid database management system language.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #14 of 41 Question ID: 1104923

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Data manipulation language (DML) does not provide access control through authorization. DML refers to a suite of

computer languages used by database users to retrieve, insert, delete, and update data in a database. DML provides

users the ability to store, retrieve, and manipulate the data according to the instructions issued.

Bind variables do not provide access control. Bind variables are used to enhance the database performance by

allowing a single statement to execute multiple variables. Bind variables are placeholders for values sent to a database

server in a SQL query. They permit the reuse of previously issued SQL statements by executing a prepared set of

instructions with the parameters provided at runtime. Bind variables do not implement security in a database

management system.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2, Asset Security, Databases

Data Control Language, http://databases.about.com/od/Advanced-SQL-Topics/a/Data-Control-Language-Dcl.htm

Data Manipulation Language, http://databases.about.com/od/sql/a/sqlfundamentals_3.htm

Which protocol is NOT used by network-attached storage?

SMB

CIFS

NFS

NTFS

Explanation

New Technology File System (NTFS) is the file system used by Windows Server computers. It is not a protocol.

Network File System (NFS), Common Internet File System (CIFS), and Server Message Block (SMB) are all protocols

used by network-attached storage (NAS).

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://databases.about.com/od/Advanced-SQL-Topics/a/Data-Control-Language-Dcl.htm
http://databases.about.com/od/sql/a/sqlfundamentals_3.htm
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Question #15 of 41 Question ID: 1104904

✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, NAS

Network-Attached Storage, http://compnetworking.about.com/od/itinformationtechnology/l/aa070101a.htm

You are considering the sensitivity and criticality of your organization's data. Which of the following statements is NOT

true?

Sensitivity determines how freely the data can be handled.

Data that is sensitive should also be considered critical.

Criticality measures the importance of the data.

Once data sensitivity and criticality is documented, the organization should work

to create a data classification system.

Explanation

It is not true that sensitive data should also be considered critical data. Data considered sensitive may not necessarily

be considered critical. Sensitivity and criticality are not related.

Sensitivity determines how freely the data can be handled. Criticality measures the importance of the data. Once data

sensitivity and criticality is documented, the organization should work to create a data classification system.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security Sensitivity and Criticality

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://compnetworking.about.com/od/itinformationtechnology/l/aa070101a.htm
https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #16 of 41 Question ID: 1114687

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

✗ G)

✗ H)

Which statements are NOT valid regarding SQL commands?

a. An ADD statement is used to add new rows to a table.

b. A DELETE statement is used to delete rows from a table.

c. A REPLACE statement is used to replace rows to a table.

d. A SELECT statement is used to retrieve rows from a table.

e. A GRANT statement is used to grant permissions to a user.

options a and c only

option d

option b

all of the options

option e

option a

options b, d, and e only

option c

Explanation

The statements regarding an ADD statement and a REPLACE statement are NOT valid regarding SQL commands.

The SELECT, DELETE, and GRANT are valid SQL commands. The SELECT statement is used to retrieve rows from a

table, the DELETE statement is used to delete rows from a table, and the GRANT statement is used to grant

permissions to a user.

The REPLACE and ADD statements are not valid SQL statements. The UPDATE statement is used to either replace or

update rows to a table. An INSERT statement is used to add rows to a table.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

Red Hat Database: SQL Guide and Reference, http://www.redhat.com/docs/manuals/database/RHDB-7.1.3-

Manual/sql/sql-commands.html

http://www.redhat.com/docs/manuals/database/RHDB-7.1.3-Manual/sql/sql-commands.html
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Question #17 of 41 Question ID: 1104928

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #18 of 41 Question ID: 1111697

✓ A)

Your company has a backup solution that performs a full backup each Saturday evening and an incremental backup all

other evenings. A vital system crashes on Monday morning. How many backups will need to be restored?

two

three

four

one

Explanation

Because the system crashes on Monday morning, you will need to restore two backups: the full backup from Saturday

evening and the incremental backup from Sunday evening. When incremental backups are included in your backup

plan, you will need to restore the full backup and all incremental backups that have been taken since the full backup.

Because the failure occurred on Monday morning, only the full Saturday backup and the incremental Sunday backup

need to be restored.

If the crash had occurred on Tuesday morning, you would have needed to restore three backups: Saturday evening's

full backup, Sunday evening's incremental backup, and Monday evening's incremental backup.

If the crash had occurred on Wednesday morning, you would have needed to restore four backups: Saturday evening's

full backup, Sunday evening's incremental backup, Monday evening's incremental backup, and Tuesday evening's

incremental backup.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Backup Types and Schemes

Which operation must you undertake to avoid mishandling of tapes, CDs, DVDs, floppies, and printed material?

labeling

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

zeroization

offsite storage

degaussing

Explanation

Proper labeling is required to avoid mishandling of the information on storage media, such as tapes and floppy disks.

Compact discs and floppy disks are used to store small data sets while backup tapes are used to store large numbers

of data sets. Storage media containing confidential information must be appropriately marked and labeled to ensure

appropriate classification. The storage media should also be stored in a protected area. Each media should be labeled

with the following details:

classification

date of creation

retention period

volume name and version

name of the person who created the backup

Degaussing is not a media handling technique but a media sanitization technique. Degaussing is the process of

reducing or eliminating an unwanted magnetic field of a storage media by applying strong magnetic forces. Degaussing

devices generate powerful opposing magnetic fields that reduce the magnetic flux density of the storage media to zero.

Degaussing is the most preferred method for erasing data from magnetic media, such as floppy disks and magnetic

tapes.

Zeroization is not a media handling technique but a media sanitization technique. Zeroization implies that a storage

media is repeatedly overwritten with null values, such as multiple ones and zeros, for sanitization. Zeroization is

generally used in a software development environment.

Data transfer to an offsite location should take place to create a backup copy of the media if there is a disaster at the

primary site. Data transferred to an offsite location acts as a backup copy of the data. The storage media should be

labeled appropriately to prevent mishandling.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Establish information and asset handling requirements

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Information and Asset Handling Requirements

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #19 of 41 Question ID: 1114689

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

✓ G)

Management is concerned that data loss may occur in the event of a hard drive failure. You have been asked to provide

a disk system that protects against data loss if a single drive in any vital system fails. Which disk systems should you

evaluate?

a. disk striping

b. disk mirroring

c. disk striping with parity

d. failure resistant disk system (FRDS)

option d

option a

all of the options

option b

options a, b, and c

option c

options b, c, and d

Explanation

Disk mirroring, disk striping with parity, and failure resistant disk system (FRDS) protect against data loss if a single

drive fails. Disk mirroring provides a duplicate copy of the data on the mirrored hard drive. Disk striping with parity

rebuilds the lost data using the parity information in the event a single drive in the array fails. FRDS is used primarily in

file servers and is similar to RAID.

Disk striping does not protect against data loss if a single drive fails. If a drive in a disk-striping volume fails, the data is

lost.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security RAID

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #20 of 41 Question ID: 1111694

✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Question #21 of 41 Question ID: 1104907

✗ A)

✓ B)

You have been hired as a security consultant for an organization that does contract work for the U.S. Department of

Defense (DoD). You must ensure that all data that is part of the contract work is categorized appropriately. What is the

highest data classification category you can use?

Sensitive

Secret

Top Secret

Confidential

Explanation

Top Secret is the highest data classification category that can be used when categorizing data for government or

military use. This system has five main levels of classification (from lowest to highest):

Unclassified

Sensitive

Confidential

Secret

Top secret

While other classification levels do exist, they usually operate within these five main levels.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Military and Government Classifications

Which method is NOT recommended for removing data from a storage media that is used to store confidential

information?

degaussing

formatting

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ C)

✗ D)

zeroization

destruction

Explanation

Formatting is not recommended for removing data from a storage media that is used to store confidential information.

Formatting or deleting the data from a storage media, such as a hard drive, does not ensure the actual removal of the

data, but instead removes the pointers to the location where the data resides on the storage media. The residual data

on the storage media is referred to as data remanence. The main issue with media reuse is remanence. The residual

data can be recovered by using data recovery procedures. This can pose a serious security threat if the erased

information is confidential in nature.

Sanitization is the process of wiping the storage media to ensure that its data cannot be recovered or reused.

Sanitization includes several methods, such as zeroization, degaussing, and media destruction. All of these methods

can be used to remove data from storage media, depending on the type of media used. Most storage media having a

magnetic base can be sanitized. However, CDs and DVDs often cannot be degaussed. If this is the case, the only

option is physical destruction of the CD or DVD.

Zeroization implies that a storage media is repeatedly overwritten with null values, such as multiple ones and zeros, for

sanitization. Zeroization is generally used in a software development environment.

Degaussing is the process of reducing or eliminating an unwanted magnetic field of a storage media. Degaussing

refers to a method of sanitizing storage media by using magnetic forces. Degaussing devices produce powerful

opposing magnetic fields that reduce the magnetic flux density of the storage media to zero. Degaussing is the

preferred method for erasing data from magnetic media, such as floppy disks, hard drives, and magnetic tapes.

Media destruction implies physically destroying the media to make it unusable. Security of the storage media can be

crucial if the data stored is of confidential nature. Some storage media, such as CD-ROMs, cannot be sanitized due to

the lack of a magnetic base. Therefore, it is recommended that you physically destroy them to prevent disclosure of

confidential information.

Media viability controls are used to protect the viability of data storage media. Media viability control measures include

proper labeling or marking, secure handling and storage, and storage media disposal.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Protect privacy

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Sanitizing and Disposing of Media

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #22 of 41 Question ID: 1104909

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Question #23 of 41 Question ID: 1104925

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

You need to format data from your database so that it can be easily displayed using Web technologies. Which interface

language should you use?

JDBC

ADO

OLE DB

XML

Explanation

You should use extensible markup language (XML). XML is an interface language used to arrange data so that it can

be shared by Web technologies. This flexible language can be used to arrange the data into a variety of formats using

tags.

Java Database Connectivity (JBDC) is an application programming interface (API) that allows a Java application to

communicate with a database. Object Linking and Embedding Database (OLE DB) is a method of linking data from

different databases. ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) is an API that allows ActiveX programs to query databases.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Protect privacy

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Database Interface Languages

You are researching RAID implementations to determine which RAID level is best for your organization. Which RAID

level provides only performance enhancements and does not provide fault tolerance?

RAID 3

disk mirroring

RAID 5

disk striping

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ E) clustering

Explanation

Disk striping provides only performance enhancements and does not provide fault tolerance. RAID 0 is known as disk

striping. Data is striped over the number of hard drives in the array. If a single drive fails, the entire array cannot be

used.

Disk mirroring provides fault tolerance. RAID 1 is known as disk mirroring. Data is written to the first drive and

immediately copied to the second drive. If a single drive fails, the data is available from the other drive. When

implemented with multiple hard drive controller cards, it is known as duplexing. Duplexing provides fault tolerance for

both the hard drives and the controller card.

RAID 3 provides fault tolerance. RAID 3 is known as byte-level striping with parity. Data is striped over all the hard

drives in the array, except one. One hard drive is reserved for parity data. If a single drive fails, the data on it can be

rebuilt using the parity information. This RAID level is not commonly used today.

RAID 5 provides fault tolerance. RAID 5 is known as block-level disk striping with parity. Data is striped over all the hard

drives in the array; parity data is written to all the drives. If a single drive fails, the data on it can be rebuilt using the

information from the other drives. This is one of the most popular raid versions.

Clustering is not a RAID level. Clustering is a server technology that distributes processing across multiple servers.

Logically a server cluster appears as one server to a client computer. Clustering is similar to redundant servers.

However, with redundant servers only one server actually processes requests. The other server acts as a backup in the

event the main server fails.

RAID 2 is another striping level that stripes data at the bit level instead of the block level. It is not commonly used today.

RAID 4 is block-level striping with parity. Data is striped over all the hard drives in the array, except one. One hard drive

is reserved for parity data. If a single drive fails, the data on it can be rebuilt using the parity information. This level is

more widely used than RAID 3 because it stripes data at the block level rather than at the bit level.

RAID 6 is the same as RAID 5 except that it provides a second parity set. Data is striped over all the hard drives in the

array; two sets of parity data are written to all the drives as well.

RAID 7 is a proprietary RAID level that adds caching to RAID 3 or RAID 4.

RAID 10 is a stripe of mirrors. Multiple mirrors are created, and data is striped across these mirrors. For example, the

first piece of data is written to the first drive of the first mirror. Then it is copied to the second drive of the first mirror.

This RAID level will support multiple drive failures.

RAID 0+1 is a mirror of stripes. Two striped sets are created, and the set is mirrored. For example, the first piece of

data is written to the first striped set. Then it is copied to the second stripe set. This RAID level will support multiple

drive failures.
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Question #24 of 41 Question ID: 1104908

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

RAID can be implemented using hardware or software. Hardware RAID uses dedicated hardware, such as a RAID

controller card, to control the RAID. Software RAID uses software, usually the operating system, to control the RAID.

Software RAID is cheaper and easier to configure, but it does not provide the performance enhancements and

reliability that hardware RAID does. Software RAID can only be implemented on RAID 0, 1, and 5. Hardware RAID can

be implemented on all RAID level, except RAID 1 duplexing.

In today's RAID implementations, most of the drives are hot swappable, meaning they can be removed and reinserted

while the computer is operational.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, RAID

In the context of backup media, what is meant by the term retention time?

the amount of time a tape is stored before its data is overwritten

the amount of time a tape is used before being destroyed

the amount of time a tape takes to back up the data

the amount of time a tape takes to restore the data

Explanation

The retention time is the amount of time a tape is stored before its data is overwritten. The longer the retention time, the

more media sets will be needed for backup purposes. A longer retention time will give you more flexibility for

restoration.

The backup time is the amount of time a tape takes to back up the data. It is based on the speed of the device and the

amount of data being backed up.

The life of a tape is the amount of time a tape is used before being destroyed. The life of a tape is based on the amount

of time it is used. Most vendors provide an estimate on backup media life.

The restoration time is the amount of time a tape takes to restore the data. It is based on the speed of the device, the

amount of data being restored, and the type of backups used.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #25 of 41 Question ID: 1104918

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

When selecting backup devices and media, you should consider the physical characteristics or type of the drive. The

type of the drive includes the media type, capacity, and speed. You should also consider the rotation scheme. The

rotation scheme includes the frequency of backups and the tape retention time.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Protect privacy

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Information Life Cycle

Backup Scheduling and Media Rotation Systems, http://www.pcguide.com/care/bu/sched.htm

You need to ensure that a set of users can access information regarding departmental expenses. However, each user

should only be able to view the expenses for the department in which they work. Senior managers should be able to

view the expenses for all departments. Which database security feature provides this granular access control?

database view

noise and perturbation

save point

partitioning

Explanation

The database security feature that provides this granular access control are database views. Database views are used

to limit user and group access to certain information based on the user privileges and the need to know. Views can be

used to restrict information based on group membership, user rights, and security labels. Views implement least

privilege and need-to-know and provide content-dependent access restrictions. Views do not provide referential

integrity, which is provided by constraints or rules.

A save point does not provide granular access control. Save points ensure data integrity and availability but are not a

database security feature. Save points are used to ensure that a database can return to a point when the system

crashes. This further ensures the availability of the data prior to the database failure. Save points can be initiated either

at a scheduled time or by a user action during data processing.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://www.pcguide.com/care/bu/sched.htm
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Question #26 of 41 Question ID: 1113917

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

Database integrity can also be provided through the implementation of referential integrity, where all the foreign keys

reference the existing primary keys to identify the resource records in a table. Referential integrity requires that for any

foreign key attribute, the referenced relation must have a tuple with the same value for its primary key.

Partitioning does not provide granular access control. Partitioning is another protection technique of ensuring database

security. Partitioning involves splitting the database into many parts. Partitioning makes it difficult for an intruder to

collect and combine confidential information and deduce relevant facts.

Noise and perturbation does not provide granular access control. The noise and perturbation technique deploys the

insertion of bogus data to mislead attackers and protect database confidentiality and integrity. The noise and

perturbation technique involves inserting randomized bogus information along with valid records of the database. This

technique alters the data but allows the users to access relevant information from the database. This technique creates

enough confusion for the attacker to extract confidential information.

Database views are an example of content-dependent access control in which the access control is based on the

sensitivity of information and the user privileges granted. This leads to a higher overhead in terms of processing

because the data is granularly controlled by the content and the privileges of users. Database views can limit user

access to portions of data instead of to the entire database. For example, during database processing in an

organization, a department manager might have access only to the data of employees belonging to that department.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Databases

As a security professional, you have been asked to determine the appropriate retention policies for media, hardware,

data, and personnel. You decide to first document the appropriate data retention policies. Which of the following

statements is NOT true of developing these policies?

Once you create the data retention policies, personnel must be trained to comply

with the data retention policies.

The personnel that are most familiar with each data type should work with you to

determine the data retention policy.

You must understand where data is stored and the type of data stored.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✓ D)

Question #27 of 41 Question ID: 1104906

✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

You should work with data custodians to develop the appropriate data retention

policy for each type of data the organization owns.

Explanation

You should not work with the data custodians to develop the appropriate data retention policy for each type of data the

organization owns. You should work with data owners, not data custodians, to develop the appropriate data retention

policy for each type of data the organization owns.

The personnel that are most familiar with each data type should work with you to determine the data retention policy.

You must understand where data is stored and the type of data stored. Once you create the data retention policies,

personnel must be trained to comply with the data retention policies.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Establish information and asset handling requirements

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Information and Asset Retention

Developing an electronic data retention policy, http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Developing-an-electronic-

data-retention-policy

Developing a Data Retention Policy: Things to Consider, http://thinksis.com/blog/infrastructure/storage/developing-data-

retention-policy-things-consider

Which database model uses tuples and attributes for storing and organizing information?

hierarchical model

object-oriented model

relational model

distributed data model

Explanation

A relational database model uses attributes and tuples to store and organize information that can be extracted by users

to meet their job responsibilities in the database. In a relational database, columns and rows are referred to as

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Developing-an-electronic-data-retention-policy
http://thinksis.com/blog/infrastructure/storage/developing-data-retention-policy-things-consider
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Question #28 of 41 Question ID: 1104934

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

attributes and tuples, respectively. The two dimensional table in which data is stored is referred to as a base relation

table. In a database, the total number of columns or attributes in a table is referred to as degree, and the number of

rows or tuples is referred to as cardinality. Attributes and tuples can have some specific allowable values in a database,

and the total set of allowable values that can be assigned to attributes in a database is referred to as a domain of a

relation. The domain of a relation specifies the interrelationship of the data components.

In a hierarchical database, the data is organized into a logical tree structure instead of in rows and columns. Records

and fields are related to each other in a parent-child tree structure. A hierarchical database tree structure has branches,

and each branch has many leaves. In a hierarchical database, the leaves are the data fields, and the data is accessed

through well-defined access paths. Hierarchical databases are used if either one or many relationships exist.

An object-oriented database is used to manage multiple types of data, such as images, audio, video, and documents.

The different types of data, referred to as objects, are used to create dynamic data components. The primary difference

between the relational and object-oriented database models is that in an object-oriented database, the objects can be

dynamically created according to the requirements and instructions executed. In a relational database, the application

uses procedures to extract the data.

A distributed database model refers to multiple databases that are situated at remote locations and are logically

connected. In a distributed database model, the transition from one database to another is kept transparent to the

users. Logically connected databases appear as a single database to the users. The distributed database model allows

different databases situated at remote locations to be managed individually by different database administrators. A

distributed database has scalability features, such as load balancing and fault tolerance.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Protect privacy

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, DBMS Architecture and Models

What defines the minimum level of security?

standards

procedures

guidelines

baselines

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

Explanation

A baseline defines the minimum level of security and performance of a system in an organization. A baseline is also

used as a benchmark for future changes. Any change made to the system should match the defined minimum security

baseline. A security baseline is defined through the adoption of standards in an organization.

Guidelines are the actions that are suggested when standards are not applicable in a particular situation. Guidelines

are applied where a particular standard cannot be enforced for security compliance. Guidelines can be defined for

physical security, personnel, or technology in the form of security best practices.

Standards are the mandated rules that govern the acceptable level of security for hardware and software. Standards

also include the regulated behavior of employees. Standards are enforceable and are the activities and actions that

must be followed. Standards can be defined internally in an organization or externally as regulations.

Procedures are the detailed instructions used to accomplish a task or a goal. Procedures are considered at the lowest

level of an information security program because they are closely related to configuration and installation problems.

Procedures define how the security policy will be implemented in an organization through repeatable steps. For

instance, a backup procedure specifies the steps that a data custodian should adhere to while taking a backup of

critical data to ensure the integrity of business information. Personnel should be required to follow procedures to ensure

that security policies are fully implemented.

Procedural security ensures data integrity.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Establish information and asset handling requirements

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Baselines

Your company has a backup solution that performs a full backup each Saturday evening and a differential backup all

other evenings. A vital system crashes on Tuesday morning. How many backups will need to be restored?

three

one

two

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #30 of 41 Question ID: 1114685

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

four

Explanation

You would need to restore two backups if the system crashes on Tuesday morning. The two backups that should be

restored are the Saturday evening full backup and the Monday evening differential backup. When you use differential

backups in your backup plan, you only need to restore the full backup and the most recent differential backup.

If the failure had occurred on Sunday morning, only the full backup would need to be restored. If the failure occurs any

other day of the week, the full backup and the most recent differential backup would need to be restored.

Regardless of whether you implement a full/differential or full/incremental backup solution, a full backup is always

needed as the initial backup for the solution.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Backup Types and Schemes

You are developing a new database for your organization. The database will be used to track warehouse inventory. You

need to ensure that each inventory item is uniquely identified in the database tables. Which key or keys should you

use?

a. tuple

b. foreign

c. primary

d. attribute

e. cell

option c

option d

option b

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

✓ G)

✗ H)

Question #31 of 41 Question ID: 1113916

option e

options a and b only

option a

options b and c only

options a and d only

Explanation

You should use primary and foreign keys. Primary and foreign keys uniquely identify a record in a database. A primary

key uniquely identifies a row in a table. When a user requests a resource access, the database tracks the information

by using its unique primary key. A primary key is selected from a set of candidate keys.

A foreign key refers to a value that exists in an attribute of a table and matches the value of the primary key on another

table. The foreign key value might not be the primary key value in its own table, but the foreign key value must match

the primary key value on another table.

Rows and columns in a relational database are referred to as tuples and attributes, respectively. The rows and columns

form a table or a record containing information. A relational database model uses attributes and tuples for storing and

organizing the information that can be extracted by users to meet their job responsibilities in the database. The two

dimensional table in which data is stored is referred to as base relation. In a database, the total number of attributes in

a table is referred to as degree, and the number of tuples is referred to as cardinality.

A cell is in intersection of a row and column. Some cells can be primary or foreign keys, but not all cells are.

A candidate key uniquely identifies rows and can be a combination of more than one attributes to determine

uniqueness. A base relation may have several candidate keys. The primary key is defined as a candidate key. A

candidate key is important because it identifies individual tuples in a relation. While a relation actually exists within the

database, a view is a virtual relation that is not stored in the database.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, DBMS Architecture and Models

Which statement correctly describes Bind variables in structured query language (SQL)?

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Question #32 of 41 Question ID: 1104933

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Bind variables are used to replace values in SQL commands.

Bind variables implement database security.

Bind variables are used to normalize a database.

Bind variables are used to enhance the performance of the database.

Explanation

The Bind variable is used to enhance the database performance by allowing a single statement to execute multiple

variables. Bind variables are placeholders for values sent to a database server in a SQL query. Bind variables permit

the reuse of previously issued SQL statements by executing a prepared set of instructions with the parameters

provided at runtime.

Bind variables do not implement security in a database management system. Database security is implemented by

data control language (DCL).

Bind variables are not used to normalize a database. Database normalization is a process of deleting duplicate data

from a database. Normalization ensures that the attributes in a table depend only on the primary key.

Bind variables are not used to replace the values in SQL commands. Substitute variables are used to replace values in

SQL PLUS commands.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Databases

Understanding Bind variables in Oracle, http://www.techworld.com/applications/features/index.cfm?featureid=371

What is the primary function of portable storage media, such as Zip, Jaz, and flash drives?

to exchange data

to modify data

to erase data

to classify data

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://www.techworld.com/applications/features/index.cfm?featureid=371
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✗ A)

Explanation

The primary function of portable storage media, such as Zip drives, Jaz drives, flash drives, SyQuest, and Bernoulli

boxes, is to facilitate data exchange across an organization to meet the business requirements. Portable storage media

are usually preferred for data exchange processes because of their portable nature and high capacity.

Erasing the data from a storage media, such as a hard drive, does not actually remove the data but only removes the

pointers to the location where the data resides on the storage media. The erased data can be recovered by using data

recovery procedures. Sanitization is the process of wiping out data from storage media to ensure that the data is not

recoverable and cannot be reused.

Data modification implies making changes to the information. Data modification can either be authorized or

unauthorized in nature.

Data classification involves assigning a level to the sensitive data and implementing countermeasures to maintain the

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data.

For example, organizations can classify data into confidential, private, sensitive, and public. This classification can then

be used to implement security controls.

Operations security policies for all types of portable storage media should be in place to ensure that the data contained

on these drives is not compromised. Audits should be performed periodically to ensure that operations security policies

for portable storage media are being followed. This will ensure that employees will not remove portable storage media

from your facility unless they are authorized to do so.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Establish information and asset handling requirements

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Storage and Archiving

You need to ensure that a set of users can access information regarding departmental expenses. However, each user

should only be able to view the expenses for the department in which they work. Senior managers should be able to

view the expenses for all departments. Which database security feature provides this granular access control?

save point

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✓ D)

noise and perturbation

partitioning

database view

Explanation

The database security feature that provides this granular access control are database views. Database views are used

to limit user and group access to certain information based on the user privileges and the need to know. Views can be

used to restrict information based on group membership, user rights, and security labels. Views implement least

privilege and need-to-know and provide content-dependent access restrictions. Views do not provide referential

integrity, which is provided by constraints or rules.

A save point does not provide granular access control. Save points ensure data integrity and availability but are not a

database security feature. Save points are used to ensure that a database can return to a point when the system

crashes. This further ensures the availability of the data prior to the database failure. Save points can be initiated either

at a scheduled time or by a user action during data processing. Database integrity can also be provided through the

implementation of referential integrity, where all the foreign keys reference the existing primary keys to identify the

resource records in a table. Referential integrity requires that for any foreign key attribute, the referenced relation must

have a tuple with the same value for its primary key.

Partitioning does not provide granular access control. Partitioning is another protection technique of ensuring database

security. Partitioning involves splitting the database into many parts. Partitioning makes it difficult for an intruder to

collect and combine confidential information and deduce relevant facts.

Noise and perturbation does not provide granular access control. The noise and perturbation technique deploys the

insertion of bogus data to mislead attackers and protect database confidentiality and integrity. The noise and

perturbation technique involves inserting randomized bogus information along with valid records of the database. This

technique alters the data but allows the users to access relevant information from the database. This technique creates

enough confusion for the attacker to extract confidential information.

Database views are an example of content-dependent access control in which the access control is based on the

sensitivity of information and the user privileges granted. This leads to a higher overhead in terms of processing

because the data is granularly controlled by the content and the privileges of users. Database views can limit user

access to portions of data instead of to the entire database. For example, during database processing in an

organization, a department manager might have access only to the data of employees belonging to that department.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Database Views

What is typically part of an information policy?

authentication

acceptable use

employee termination procedure

classification of information

Explanation

Classification of information is typically part of an information policy. A company usually has at least two information

classifications: public and proprietary. Public information can be revealed to the public, and proprietary information can

only be shared with individuals who have signed a non-disclosure agreement. Some companies also use the restricted

classification. Only a small group of individuals within a company can gain access to restricted information. The

cornerstone of a well-defined information policy is to limit individual access to that information which the individual

'needs to know' to perform required functions.

Authentication is typically part of a company's security policy. Acceptable use is typically part of a company's computer

use policy. An acceptable use policy typically stipulates that company employees use computers and other equipment

only for purposes of completing company projects.

An employee termination procedure is typically part of a company's management policies, which also include new

employee and transferred employee procedures. Termination procedures should include disabling a user's network

access account no later than the end of the last day of the employee's relationship with the company.

Because a network is vulnerable to attack by employees who are being terminated, most companies do not provide

advanced notice to terminated employees. It is also a common practice to provide an escort for the terminated

employee from the time they are informed of termination until the time they leave company facilities. This practice limits

the possibility that the person will damage company equipment or harm other personnel. In the event of an unfriendly

termination, it is essential that system access be removed as quickly as possible after termination.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data and Asset Classification

What is the process of combining multiple databases to form a single database?

data mine

knowledge base

data warehouse

metadata

Explanation

A data warehouse is the process of combining multiple databases together to form a single large database. A data

warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, non-volatile collection of data in support of management's

decision-making process. Merged data can be used for information retrieval and data analysis. This mechanism allows

users to query a single repository of information instead of multiple databases.

Data warehousing does not only address information archiving, but also focuses on presenting the information in a

useful and understandable way to database users. This is done by merging related data components to provide a

broad picture of the information. Data warehouses include mechanisms that ensure appropriate collection,

management, and use of data. A data warehouse usually implements controls to prevent the metadata from being used

interactively by unauthorized users. Data is reconciled as it is moved between the operations environment and the data

warehouse. Any data purging operations that occur are monitored. Data storage information architecture manages

collection of data but does not manage archiving of data.

Metadata is the useful information extracted from the existing database by using data mining techniques. Metadata

provides an insight into data relationships. Metadata is the result of new correlations between data components. This

result is based on user instructions.

Data mining techniques are used to extract new information from the existing information. Data mining techniques are

useful in areas, such as a credit bureau where the credit history of an individual is monitored prior to the approval of a

loan. It is important to note that a data warehouse combines multiple databases but does not support interrelationship

of data components.

Knowledge base refers to collection of facts, rules, and procedures and is not related to data warehouse.

Objective: 
Asset Security

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data Warehouses and Data Mining

Which database interface language is a replacement for Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and can only be used by

Microsoft Windows clients?

OLE DB

XML

ADO

JDBC

Explanation

Object Linking and Embedding Database (OLE DB) is the database interface language that is a replacement for ODBC

and can only be used by Microsoft Windows clients. OLE is the Common Object Model (COM) that supports the

exchange of objects among programs. A COM allows two software components to communicate with each other

independent of their operating systems and languages of implementation.

ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) is a set of ODBC interfaces that allow client applications to access back-end database

systems. A developer will use ADO to access OLE DB servers. ADO can be used by many different types of clients.

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) allows a Java application to communicate with a database through ODBC or

directly. Instead of using ODBC, it uses Java database applications.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) structures data so that it can be shared easily over the Internet. Web browsers are

designed to interpret the XML tags.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, OLE DB

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Question #38 of 41 Question ID: 1104894

Certain employees within your organization must have access to communication test equipment as part of their job.

Currently, all of this type of equipment is located in an unlocked file cabinet drawer. Which statement BEST applies to

this type of equipment?

Their use should be prohibited.

The equipment can be used to control computer viruses.

Their use should be restricted to top management.

Their use should be controlled and monitored.

Explanation

Communication test equipment is typically used for experimental purposes prior to any modification to the production

environment. Its primary purpose is to prevent disruption of critical business operations due to modifications. Some

communication test equipment, such as network sniffers, can be used to monitor the network traffic.

It is a good practice to strictly control, monitor, and authorize access to communication test equipment because such

equipment can be misused to capture network traffic or to perform unauthorized activities. The security controls that

apply to normal infrastructure typically do not apply to the test equipment in equal measure because the equipment is

not in a production environment.

Access to the communication test equipment must be duly authorized and approved by senior management, but senior

management does not actually use the test equipment. The actual use of communication test equipment, such as

network sniffers, is usually left up to IT personnel.

The communication test equipment cannot be used to control malicious code, such as computer viruses.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Establish information and asset handling requirements

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Information and Asset Handling Requirements

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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Question #39 of 41 Question ID: 1104910

Which policy defines the sensitivity of a company's data?

a use policy

a backup policy

an information policy

a security policy

Explanation

An information policy defines the sensitivity of a company's data and the proper procedures for storage, transmission,

disposal, and marking of a company's data. The cornerstone of a company's information policy, as with all security-

related policies, is to grant only that access that is required to allow particular individuals to fulfill their responsibilities.

A well-developed information policy will rely on information about separation of duties to establish different levels of

access by group role or individual responsibility. Individuals will be granted access only to that information for which

they have a 'need to know' to accomplish the goals of their position. An information policy is senior management's

directive to create a computer security program. An example of an information policy is a decision pertaining to use of

the organization's fax machine. An information policy is a documentation of computer security decisions.

A backup policy defines the procedures that should be used to back up information stored on a company's network. A

security policy defines the technical means that are used to protect data on a network. A use policy, sometimes referred

to as an acceptable use policy, defines the manner in which employees are allowed to use a company's network

equipment and resources, such as bandwidth, Internet access, and e-mail services.

Policies contain conditions of expected performance and consequences of non-compliance. An access control policy

details guidelines on the rights, privileges, and restrictions for using company equipment and assets.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Identify and classify information and assets

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Data policy

You are establishing the media handling requirements, including the appropriate procedures for marking, labelling,

storing, and destroying data that is stored on digital media. Currently, you are concerned with the capacity of any

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #40 of 41 Question ID: 1114686

✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

storage medium that you may use. What should you consider as part of this storage medium aspect?

how easily a given medium will last before it deteriorates

the volume of records that you can store on the medium

how long the industry will support various media options

how transportable the stored records should be

Explanation

The capacity of any storage medium that you use is the volume of records that you can store on the medium.

Durability is how easily a given medium will last before it deteriorates. Longevity is how long the industry will support

various media options. Portability is how transportable the stored records should be.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Ensure appropriate asset retention

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Marking, Labeling, and Storing

Electronic Records Management Guidelines, http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/electronicrecords/erdigital.php

You must ensure that a complete inventory of your organization's assets is maintained. Which components are

necessary in the asset management inventory?

a. firmware versions

b. operating system versions

c. application versions

d. hardware devices installed

options a and b

option d

option b

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/electronicrecords/erdigital.php
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✗ D)
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Question #41 of 41 Question ID: 1111696

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

options c and d

option c

all of the options

option a

Explanation

All of the options are correct. Asset management must include a complete inventory of hardware and software. This

includes firmware version, operating system versions, and application versions. All network hardware and software

should be inventoried, including servers, clients, and network devices.

Having a comprehensive asset management inventory will ensure that needed security updates will be managed in a

controlled manner. Without a comprehensive inventory, security updates may not be deployed to assets that require

them, resulting in possible security breaches.

Assets are considered the physical and financial assets that are owned by the company. Examples of business assets

that could be lost or damaged during a disaster are:

Revenues lost during the incident

On-going recovery costs

Fines and penalties incurred by the event.

Competitive advantage, credibility, or good will damaged by the incident

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine and maintain information and asset ownership

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Asset Management

Which statement best describes data normalization?

Data normalization ensures that attributes in a database table depend on the

primary key.

Data normalization assists in implementing polyinstantiation.

Data normalization implements data fragmentation and provides faster access.

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691
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✗ D) Data normalization improves the efficiency and performance of a database.

Explanation

Data normalization ensures that attributes in a database table depend only on the primary key. Normalization is

required to prevent repetitive information from appearing in a database. This makes the database consistent and easy

to maintain. Normalization is the process of eliminating redundant data from a relational database management system

and storing the data at a single location. Normalization provides links to the data components whenever needed.

The issues involved in normalization of a database are as follows:

Segregating related groups into separate tables.

Deleting redundant data from all the tables in a database.

Ensuring that there is only one primary key per table and that all the attributes can be referred by using this primary

key.

The process of normalization should be carried out carefully because dividing the data into multiple tables can break

the consistency in retrieving information from the database and result in performance degradation. Database

denormalization is the process of adding the redundant information to the tables to optimize the consistency and the

performance of the database. Data denormalization is diametrically opposite to the data normalization process. The

purpose of data denormalization is to increase the processing efficiency.

Polyinstantiation is a method used to ensure that users with lower access level are not able to access and modify data

categorized for a higher level of access in a multi-level database. When polyinstantiation is implemented, two objects

are created by using the same primary keys. One object is filled with incorrect information and is deemed unclassified,

and the other object contains the original classified information. When a user with lower level privileges attempts to

access the object, the user is directed to the object containing incorrect information. Polyinstantiation is used to conceal

classified information that exists in a database and to fool intruders.

Objective: 
Asset Security

Sub-Objective: 
Determine data security controls

References: 

CISSP Cert Guide (3rd Edition), Chapter 2: Asset Security, Databases

https://www.amazon.com/CISSP-Cert-Guide-3rd-Certification/dp/0789759691/ref=as_sl_pc_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=transcender02-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=8826f4dc0156b1518c3cf40ee48ff0e9&creativeASIN=0789759691

